Romans? Egyptians? Dead! "Us" Jews? Alive
"Forever", Goy!!
-by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
Let's Let the Video Talk for Itself. Aside anything else.

Bear in mind the jews are liars and they have strict laws about not talking in public.
Yet...They will openly do this.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1SmKle95MU

Then, add this one. Jew's jewing it, in the end they just say it laughingly into your face. You
are a Goyim Animal and you serve them.

They want to keep their Race pure, while they Race Mix you to extinction. This way, you will
be powerless to resist and the powerful Races that once opposed them, will all be blown
away. Now and for all Eternity.

https://youtu.be/M60FUPVtq9k?t=14m39s

Then read something too. They also of course brag about how they survived over all others,
destroying their religion and cultures, which is what Social and Cultural Marxism and Xianity
is supposed to do. Break the root of all our Gentile Cultures and heritage, replacing it with
murderous Jewish Filth. Therefore, they of course made up Xianity, Pisslam and Jewdaism,
which killed all their opposition, by wearing them down and giving them total occult control
and mental control of the populace, which in turn replaced "god" with jews.

Also, they bragged about how they went to enslave and destroy their oppressors by
Magickal means, but also, deception and their institutions. Such as Xianity, which is just a
substitute of a religion for the Stupid Goyim who don't have their own Culture and have lost
their Pagan Roots. Therefore, they are poweless slaves. And as the jew above says, they are
just "Goyim" and are made to serve them. Which they do already, of course.

http://koshertorah.com/pdf/secretofjewishsurvival.pdf

“Two thousand years ago there were Jews just like there are today.

Two thousand years ago there were Romans, Babylonians and Medians. Today the Jews
are still here, but when did you last meet a Roman, Babylonian or Median? Maybe you
have met their descendants who have changed their nationalities, cultures and religions,
but these people are not practicing Romans, Babylonians or Medians! No, Babylon, Rome
and Media are dead. Their cultures which once ruled the earth are gone. Nothing remains
of them except notations in history books and ruins at archeological digs. Yet, one of their
contemporaries has survived intact, with the same culture, law, land, language, religion
and traditions. That’s us: the Jewish people.”

Now, for fools believing Xianity is the salvation. Yes, its the salvation of the jews, over the
Goyim. Of course, opening the jewish bible, and studying, all your doubts would go about
this. It talks for itself. Yet...There are still uneducated people who choose to remain slaves
and idiots. For them, they can just study the basics. Or spare the world of their stupid
existence, or just wake up, or keep serving the jews consciously, subconsciously and
unconsciously, forever. No matter the choice, the effects of such remain forever.

Pope Visits Rome’s Great Synagogue: You Are Our 'Elder Brothers'

http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic12920.html

Now, since the fools accepted the above as their "leaders", then, you can only expect they
lead their politics too. What they want done about these are fairly simple.

Its called Communism, Liberalism and hijacked "Democracy". Any opposing idea is a reason
to be killed, imprisoned, punished and tortured. The same is always apparent, the Goyim are
being ruled in a slave-like manner at the bottom.
http://deathofcommunism.weebly.com/
Now, all of the above, after all they say and do, they whine and cry about the "6 Trillion". Do
you believe them? Do you think people with such aims and such methodical plans to
outwipe all other Gentile Races, are doing this just because its the "truth"?
All the above should lead someone to a decision. Either to serve jews and move back to their
little box, or revolt and fight about this unjust and slaver future the jews have in store for
Humanity, all people and Races.

Hero, or Zero. This is what you are to become.

Deciding to give up their jews, disobey them as your masters for all Eternity, save the world
from their plans and resist them in the Spiritual, Ideological sphere, then...This is the website
for you:

http://www.JoyofSatan.Org

There are also countless other websites, a library with hundreds of books to prove what we
state, countless sermons etc. Knowledge that is forbidden and would never have to make it
to the masses, who are enslaved under this slaver order.

Joy of Satan is the Spiritual guide to our Species Survival, the resistance to the plans of
Jewish World Enslavement.

If one chooses otherwise…

Congratulations!

You are such a slave that nothing can be done about you. Purely, you are the manifestation
of what the jews manifested. Now, back to your little pet box and spare us of your petty
existence.

